
The French Lop Rabbit Breed is a native of France developed in the 19th century by Mr. 

Cordonnier, a book binder. In 1853, Mr. Cordonnier started by breeding English Lops with 

some of the larger French breeds of the era, the Normand (also known as the Picard) and 

the Rouennais which is now extinct. This breed was originally developed as a meat producer 

not a show rabbit. Though it existed in France for many years, the French Lop was not 

recognized and given a standard until March 25, 1922. 

 

It is thought that the French Lop was imported to American sometime during the early 

part of the 20th century because it was one of the first breeds recognized by the 

National Pet Stock Association (now known as the ARBA). The early standards were much 

the same as the English Lop, but with shorter ears. 

 

Though shorter in body length, the French Lop has a shape similar to the Flemish Giant. 

When sitting erect, the ears of this breed should hang at least 1 1/2 inches below the jaw 

line. The ideal coat length for this rabbit is 1 1/4 inches with colors and markings 

conforming to the Lop Color Guide: 

• The Agouti group in chestnut, chinchilla, lynx, or opal coloring 

• The Broken group which is white combined with black and golden orange, white with 

lavender blue and golden fawn, white with chocolate and golden orange, or white with lilac 

and golden fawn 

• The Self Shaded group, which consists of frosted pearl, sable, sable point, seal, smoke 

pearl, or tortoise (in blue, black, chocolate, or lilac) 

• The Ticked group, which includes the silver / silver fox (in black, blue, brown or fawn), 

steel (black, silver, gold, chocolate, smoke pearl, blue, or lilac tipped steel) 

• The Wide Band group, which includes the colors cream, fawn, orange, or red 

 

Senior Bucks 8 months and older should weigh 10 1/2 pounds or more. Senior Does should 

weigh 11 pounds or more. Intermediate Bucks 6 to 8 months old should not be over 11 1/2 

pounds and Intermediate Does should not be over 12 pounds. Junior Bucks and Does under 

6 months old have a minimum weight of 5 1/4 pounds and maximum weight of 10 1/2 pounds. 

 

 

 

Information found at http://www.examiner.com/ 


